Program

23 August
- Morning
  Welcome: Gian Luca Potestà
- Afternoon
  Introduction: Marco Rainini and Klaus Unterburger
  Mariachiara Giorda: Teaching about religions in Europe: different illiteracies for different countries

24 August
- Morning
  Marco Rizzi: Jewish Philosophical and Christian Schools in Ancient Mediterranean World
- Afternoon
  Markus Möller: Teaching religion: the History of Christian Religious Educational Theory

25 August
- Morning
  Regina Heyder: Learning religion: The process of formation of identity according to personal testimonies
- Afternoon
  Piero Capelli: Jewish Converts and Jewish Anti-Christian Polemics in the Middle Ages

26 August
- Morning
  Michellina Di Cesare: The Madrasa: Education in the Service of Architecture or Architecture in the Service of Education?
- Afternoon
  Riccardo Saccenti: Schools and conflicts among schools in High Middle Age: the discovery of "Nature"

27 August
- Morning
  Claus Arnold: Modernism and Antimodernism: international dimensions and social implications
- Afternoon
  Visit to Lucca

28 August
- Morning
  Klaus Unterberger: The History of Christian thought: academisation, practical qualification and the construction of Islam und Judaism
- □ Farewell and Leaving

Applications deadline 15th June 2018:
sumsdaad@gmail.com; Klaus.Unterburger@theologie.uni-regensburg.de
Informazioni: milano.unicatt.it/formazionepermanente

Area Umanistica e dei Beni culturali